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For more than a quarter-century, The Foundation Grants
Index has served as one of the most valuable resources
for determining the current funding priorities of the na-
tion’s largest foundations. Both the annual volume and
the quarterly issues of the Grants Index enable grantseek-
ers and grantmakers to identify a foundation’s giving
interests by subject and geographic focus, types of organi-
zations funded, types of support awarded, and population
groups served.

The Grants Index is most useful to grantseekers in
developing an initial list of potential funding sources
based on a foundation’s giving program, its application
procedures, and other relevant information. Grantseekers
are strongly advised to read the section ‘‘How to Use The
Foundation Grants Index’’ (following this introduction)
before beginning their funding search.

GRANTS EXCEED 86,000; VALUE OF GRANTS
REACHES $7.9 BILLION; 1,016 FUNDERS INCLUDED

The Grants Index includes more than 86,000 grants of
$10,000 or more, up 10.1 percent from the 78,000
reported in the last edition. A total of 1,016 funders are
represented with combined giving of $7.9 billion, a gain
of $600 million or 9.1 percent over last year. These
1,016 foundations represent only 2.4 percent of the total
number of active, grantmaking foundations, yet their
giving accounts for 57.4 percent of total grant dollars
awarded by all U.S. independent, corporate, community,
and grantmaking operating foundations in 1997.

FIGURE A. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR TYPES OF FOUNDATIONS

Foundation Type Description Source of Funds
Decision-Making

Activity
Grantmaking
Requirements Reporting

Independent
Foundation

An independent grant-
making organization
established to aid 
social, educational, 
religious, or other
charitable activities.

Endowment generally
derived from a single
source such as an indi-
vidual, a family, or a
group of individuals.
Contributions to endow-
ment limited as to tax
deductibility.

Decisions may be
made by donor or
members of the donor’s
family; by an indepen-
dent board of directors
or trustees; or by a bank
or trust officer acting on
the donor’s behalf.

Broad discretionary
giving allowed but may
have specific guidelines
and give only in a few
specific fields. About
70% limit their giving to
local area.

Annual information
returns (990-PF) filed
with IRS must be made
available to the public.
A small percentage
issue separately printed
annual reports.

Company-Sponsored 
Foundation

Legally an independent
grantmaking
organization with close
ties to the corporation
providing funds.

Endowment and annual
contributions from a
profit-making corpora-
tion. May maintain small
endowment and pay out
most of  its contributions
received annually in
grants, or may maintain
endowment to cover
contributions in years
when corporate profits
are down.

Decisions made by
board of directors often
composed of corporate
officials, but which may
include individuals with
no corporate affiliation.
Decisions may also be
made by local
company officials.

Giving tends to be in
fields related to cor-
porate activities or in
communities where
corporation operates.
Usually give more
grants but in smaller
dollar amounts than
independent
foundations.

Same as above.

Operating
Foundation

An organization that
uses its resources to
conduct research or
provide a direct service.

Endowment usually 
provided from a single
source, but eligible for
maximum deductible
contributions from public.

Decisions generally
made by independent
board of directors.

Most make few, if any,
grants. Grants generally
related directly to the
foundation’s program.

Same as above.

Community
Foundation

A publicly sponsored
organization that makes
grants for social,
educational, religious,
or other charitable
purposes in a specific
community or region.

Contributions received
from many donors.
Usually eligible for
maximum tax-deductible
contributions from public.

Decisions made by
board of directors
representing the
diversity of the
community.

Grants generally limited
to charitable organiza-
tions in local
community.

IRS 990 return available
to public. Many publish
full guidelines or an-
nual reports.

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998.
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SAMPLING BASE
The sampling base for the Foundation Grants Index
1999 includes 86,203 grants of $10,000 or more
awarded by 1,016 leading foundations and reported to
the Foundation Center between June 1997 and July
1998. Grants were awarded primarily in 1997 or 1996.
The sample includes more than 800 of the 1,000 largest
foundations, ranked by total grant dollars, and about
200 other private and community foundations of vary-
ing sizes. The composition of the set of largest grant-
makers varies slightly from year to year, based on the
availability of grants information. The information re-
turns of a few of the top 800 grantmakers were unavail-
able due to delays in the processing and microfilming
of returns by the IRS. Additionally, a few of the largest
funders were omitted because they could not meet the
Center’s deadline for supplying information, or be-
cause the grants list attached to Form 990-PF was either
illegible or incomplete.

The sample is heavily weighted toward these large
foundations. Table 1 compares distribution by asset cate-
gories of the 1,016 Grants Index foundations and the
12,265 foundations covered in the 1998 editions of The
Foundation Directory and The Foundation Directory Part
2 with assets of at least $1 million or giving of more than
$100,000. Directory foundations in the smaller asset
categories (below $10 million) account for 80 percent of
the number of foundations and 22 percent of total giving.
In the Grants Index, this group of smaller foundations
comprises only 17 percent of the number of foundations
and 5 percent of total grant dollars reported.

Sources of Information

Of the 1,016 foundations included in this volume,
many report their grants directly to the Foundation
Center through electronic files, grant reporting forms,
newsletters, annual reports, or grants lists (Table 2).
Those foundations reporting electronically or using the
Center’s grant reporting form generally provide the
most complete and current data on the location, scope,
duration, purpose, and beneficiaries of the grant pro-
ject. Information provided in annual reports and other
foundation publications, while not as specific,
tends to also be very complete. For the remaining foun-
dations----the non-voluntary reporters----grants are re-
searched from the information returns all foundations
must file with the Internal Revenue Service (Form 990-
PF). Grant descriptions taken from these returns tend to
be brief, often with little information beyond the name
of the recipient organization and the dollar value of the
grant. Although the Center’s staff attempt to research
the purposes of these recipient organizations using
reference sources, it may be impossible to pinpoint the

field of activity of a number of grant recipients. Beyond
that, information on type of support and beneficiaries
is frequently lacking.

Scope and Limitations of the Grants Index
The Grants Index includes the grants of a diverse set of
independent, corporate, and community foundations
(for definitions, see Figure A). The grants of six operat-
ing foundations that maintain substantial grantmaking
programs, including the Open Society Institute and the
Freedom Forum, are also represented. Still, the Grants
Index is not intended to provide a comprehensive
record of all private and community foundation grant-
making activities. Excluded from the sample are:

• grants less than $10,000;
• grants made directly to individuals;
• expenditures for foundation-administered

projects; and
• grants awarded by a private or community

foundation to another U.S. foundation
(excluded to avoid double counting of grant
dollars).

Except for community foundation grants, the Grants
Index does not include grants awarded by public chari-
ties and other nonprofits not classified as private foun-
dations by the IRS. Similarly, the Grants Index covers
the giving of a number of company-sponsored founda-
tions, but it does not include grants awarded through
corporate giving programs.

One final note: the grant amount shown in the
Grants Index is based primarily on the total amount
authorized whether it is paid during a single year or in
several installments over a period of years. If the full
amount authorized is not available, the amount paid
during the year is shown.

Interpreting Trends
About 90 percent of grant dollars reported in this
volume were awarded by foundations that also ap-
peared in the previous volume, insuring a high degree
of stability in the findings across years. Nonetheless,
beyond actual increases in foundation grantmaking,
changes in funding trends may result from a change in
the number of foundations included in the sample,
inconsistencies in reporting of participating founda-
tions, the inclusion of a number of large single awards,
and multiple-year authorizations. Due to these vari-
ations, the analysis of funding trends is based primarily
on the percentage allocations of the total grant dollars
and number of grants reported, as opposed to changes
in specific dollar amounts or in number of grants.
Especially large grants will be noted whenever their
inclusion might influence the analysis of trends.
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TRENDS IN 1997 GIVING

FOUNDATIONS AWARD 76 GRANTS OF
$5 MILLION OR MORE

A buoyant stock market and record new gifts into endow-
ments contributed to robust growth in foundation assets,
leading to increases in overall giving and the number of
large awards. In 1997, Grants Index foundations reported
six grants of $20 million or more, consistent with the
number reported last year (Table 3). Funders provided 15
grants in the $10 million to $20 million range, down from
21 in 1996. The number of allocations in the $5 million
to $10 million range reached a new high, however, with
foundations awarding 55 of these grants in 1997, eight
more than in the previous year (Table 3). Overall, the
Grants Index set included a record 76 grants of $5 million
or more, up from 74 in 1996. These 76 grants had a
combined value of $785 million, representing 9.9 percent
of the $7.9 billion reported in this volume.

The number of grants of $2.5 million or more jumped
to a record 226, up from 193 grants in 1996. Overall,
these grants amounted to $1.3 billion, representing 16.1
percent of total grant dollars.

FOUNDATIONS IN FOUR STATES AWARD
HALF OF ALL GIVING

Table 4 details the distribution of grants reported in this
volume by foundation and recipient locations. Founda-
tions located in four states----California, Michigan, New
York, and Pennsylvania----accounted for 50.3 percent of
the total dollars reported in 1996, reflecting the relatively
high concentration of large, often national funders lo-
cated in those states.

The distribution of domestic grant dollars by the state
or U.S. territory of recipient organizations followed a
similar pattern. Organizations located in California, the
District of Columbia, New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas

received 46.5 percent of the total funds awarded to U.S.
recipients. Organizations in eight states----Idaho, Missis-
sippi, Montana, North Dakota, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Vermont, and West Virginia----received 1,606
grants totaling $138.8 million, even though no founda-
tions located in those states were included in this year’s
sample. Similarly, organizations in American Samoa,
Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands received 76
grants totaling $6 million, although no foundations lo-
cated in these territories were included in the sample.

INTERNATIONAL GRANTMAKING ACTIVITIES
RETAIN 11 PERCENT OF GIVING, DESPITE DIP IN
OVERSEAS FUNDING

Most foundation grant dollars (89 percent) are awarded
to organizations located in the United States and its
territories for projects with a domestic focus (Table 5).
Nevertheless, the share of giving for international activi-
ties----roughly 11 percent----has more than doubled since
the early 1980s. Giving to U.S. organizations to conduct

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION BY ASSET CATEGORY WITH AGGREGATE GRANTS DATA AND COMPARISON TO
FOUNDATION DIRECTORY AGGREGATES*

Grants Index Directory Grants Index Directory Grants Index

Asset Category
No. of

Foundations %
No. of

Foundations %
Dollar 
Value %

Total 
Giving %

No. of
Grants %

$100 million and over 310 30.5 329 2.7 $5,934,401 74.7 $ 6,537,910 51.0 47,683 55.3
$50 million--under $100 million 203 20.0 300 2.4 725,758 9.1 1,019,039 7.9 12,747 14.8
$25 million--under $50 million 199 19.6 525 4.3 502,745 6.3 1,163,823 9.1 10,583 12.3
$10 million--under $25 million 134 13.2 1,329 10.8 366,578 4.6 1,308,008 10.2 6,964 8.1
$5 million--under $10 million 56 5.5 1,639 13.4 123,413 1.6 758,416 5.9 2,703 3.1
$1 million--under $5 million 68 6.7 6,456 52.6 181,141 2.3 1,354,495 10.6 4,162 4.8
Under $1 million 46 4.5 1,687 13.8 110,623 1.4 678,415 5.3 1,361 1.6

Total 1,016 100.0 12,265 100.0 $7,944,658 100.0 $12,820,107 100.0 86,203 100.0

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Grants Index based on a sample of 1,016 larger foundations. Directory data taken from The Foundation Directory and The
Foundation Directory, Part 2 (1998 editions).

*Dollar amounts expressed in thousands; due to rounding, figures may not add up. ‘‘Total Giving’’ figures include grants, scholarships, matching gifts, and program
amounts paid or authorized by the foundation in the year of the record.

TABLE 2. SOURCES OF GRANT INFORMATION*
Foundations
Reporting No. of Grants

Type of Report  No. %  No. %

Foundation Center Grant Reporting
Form 20 1.9 1,118 1.3

Annual Report, Newsletter, News
Release, Grants List, Financial
Statement 254 24.2 36,163 42.0

Internal Revenue Service Form
990-PF 742 71.4 48,871 50.9

Electronic File 23 2.2 5,051 5.9

Total 1,039 100.0 86,203 100.0

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016
larger foundations.

*Twenty-three foundations used two forms of reporting grant information.
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international activities or to sponsor programs in foreign
countries increased from 5.9 percent of grant dollars to
6.5 percent in 1997. Actual dollars grew 21.6 percent,
from $425.9 million to $518.1 million. Conversely, grants
given directly to overseas recipients declined from 4.9
percent of dollars in 1996 to 4.3 percent. In 1997, foun-
dations reduced their overseas giving to $343.3 million,
a 3.1 percent dip. (For additional detail on these changes,
see International Affairs.)

Foundations made 20 grants of at least $2.5 million
to domestic organizations for international activities in
1997, compared to only ten the previous year. The larg-
est domestic pledge for international purposes was the
Rockefeller Foundation’s $9.2 million in continuing sup-
port for the International Clinical Epidemiology Network
(INCLEN). Other exceptionally large grants included: the
Starr Foundation’s $6 million grant to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology for the Starr Asian Studies Program
internships; the David and Lucile Packard Foundation’s
gift of $5.3 million to Menlo School and Menlo College
for a faculty exchange with Peking University; and two
awards to the Asia Society----a $5 million capital cam-
paign grant from the Starr Foundation, and a $4.5 million
grant from the Freeman Foundation for the Asia in Schools

education program and for continued support of the Asian
Educational Resource Center.

Only one grant of at least $2.5 million benefited a
foreign recipient in the 1997 report year, compared to six
in 1996. The Central European University Foundation,
one of the Soros foundations, awarded $3.6 million to
Budapest College at Central European University for con-
tinuing construction support.

FUNDING BY SUBJECT OR DISCIPLINE

The Foundation Center reports funding trends within
broad major field areas, and within those areas by logical
program subdivisions (Table 6 and Figure B). The follow-
ing analysis focuses on patterns of giving in 1997 with
frequent comparisons to 1996 giving. Whenever possi-
ble, valid comparisons with earlier patterns of giving will
also be noted. For a more detailed look at funding trends
over the past decade, and for differences in giving pat-
terns of independent, corporate, and community founda-
tions, refer to the Foundation Center’s annual research
report, Foundation Giving: Yearbook of Facts and Figures
on Private, Corporate and Community Foundations.

THE GRANTS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
The Foundation Center began to record and categorize
grants in 1961. It established a computerized grants
reporting system in 1972. From 1979 to 1988 the
Center relied on a ‘‘facet’’ classification system, a
multidimensional system employing a fixed vocabu-
lary of four-letter codes, that permitted categorization
of each grant by subject, type of recipient, population
group, type of support, and scope of grant activity.

In 1989, following explosive growth in the number
of grants indexed annually, the Center introduced a
new classification system with links to the National
Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE), a comprehensive
coding scheme developed by the National Center for
Charitable Statistics. In designing a revised system, the
Center looked to NTEE because it established a unified
national standard for classifying nonprofit activities
while permitting the retention of a multidimensional
structure for analyzing grants. Equally important, the
new system provided a more concise and consistent
hierarchical method to classify and index grants.

The current system uses two- or three-character
alphanumeric codes to track institutional fields and
entities, governance or auspices, population groups,
geographic focus, and types of support awarded. The
universe of institutional fields is organized into 26

‘‘major field’’ areas (A to Z), following the divisions
established by NTEE. The first letter of each code
denotes the field, such as ‘‘A’’ for Arts and ‘‘B’’ for
Education. Within each alpha subject area, numbers
20 to 99 identify services, disciplines, or types of
institutions unique to that field, organized in a hierar-
chical structure. These subcategories cover most ac-
tivities in the nonprofit field. Hundreds of specific
terms can be searched with consistent results and grant
dollars can be tallied even at the micro level to deter-
mine distribution patterns.

While based on NTEE, the Center’s system added
indexing elements not part of the original taxonomy
including: the ability to track awards to government-
sponsored organizations such as public schools, state
universities, and municipal or federal agencies; a sec-
ondary set of codes to classify specific types of grant
support; and a third set of codes to track different grant
beneficiary populations.

The current system features two additional fields:
Auspices (NTEE’s governance codes are used) and
Country of Activity (not part of NTEE). The latter field
is used to track the foreign locations of grant activities,
for example, an award to the New York office of
UNESCO for relief services in Ethiopia.
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Education Loses Share Following Record Grant in 1996

Since the Grants Index began tracking funding trends by
subject in 1975, education has consistently ranked at or
near the top in overall foundation giving.1 Levels of
funding have varied from year to year, however, as a result
of variations in the size of the largest gifts. In 1997, for
example, the share of funding for education dropped
following the Robert W. Woodruff Foundation’s record-
high $203 million education grant, reported the previous
year. Education’s share of funding fell from 25.4 percent
in 1996 to 23.9 percent in the most recent year, its
lowest share since 1993. Nonetheless, actual grant dol-
lars awarded for education grew by 2.7 percent to $1.9
billion.

Comparing the share of number of grants, education
accounted for 21.1 percent of awards in 1997, up only
slightly from the previous year. Still, the number of educa-
tion grants increased during this period by 11.7 percent.

Funding for higher education----primarily at the under-
graduate level----represented 10.0 percent of all grant
dollars, maintaining last year’s level.2 Higher education’s
share of all education dollars rebounded to 41.7 percent,
matching the level reported in 1995, after declining to
39.4 percent in 1996. Eleven grants of $5 million or more
benefited this subcategory, a significant increase over the
six reported last year. The largest awards included: the
Donald W. Reynold’s $16.5 million gift to the University
of Mississippi for the renovation and endowment of its
school of accountancy and for the endowment of its
library; the Duke Endowment’s $8.7 million grant to
Duke University for undergraduate financial aid; and the
Lilly Endowment’s $8.0 million award to the Indiana
University Foundation for student retention programs.

The share of grant dollars awarded for graduate and
professional education fell from a record 6.8 percent in
1996 to 4.8 percent in the most recent year. The amount
of funding for graduate education fell by nearly one-
fourth, from $499 million to $380 million. As a result,
graduate and professional education’s share of all educa-
tion dollars decreased from 26.9 percent in 1996 to 20.0
percent in the most recent year. Fluctuations in this area
usually result from exceptionally large grants, often for
capital purposes. For example, if the Woodruff Founda-
tion’s $203 million grant were excluded from last year’s
sample, funding for graduate education would have in-
creased in 1997. Moreover, the largest grant of the year
was awarded for graduate education: the Joseph W.
Whitehead Foundation’s $70.5 million commitment to

the Robert W. Woodruff Health Sciences Center Fund at
Emory University.3 Other large grants awarded for gradu-
ate or professional education included: the F.W. Olin
Foundation’s $22.8 million grant to Babson College for
building construction and endowment for its school of
business; the Donald W. Reynolds Foundation’s $10.5
million in support for graduate medical education at the
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences; and the
Dyson Foundation’s $5 million grant to Cornell Univer-
sity to renovate Sage Hall as a new home for the Johnson
School of Management.

After declining for two consecutive years, the amount
of funding for elementary and secondary education in-
creased by one-fourth in 1997, from $396 million to $501
million. Overall, 6.3 percent of all grant dollars funded
this program area, up from 5.4 percent last year, with the
share of number of grants increasing from 6.5 percent in
1996 to 6.8 percent in 1997.4 Elementary and secondary
education’s share of education dollars also increased
from 21.4 percent to 26.3 percent.

Since 1988, foundations have targeted a substantial
proportion of elementary and secondary education dol-
lars to school reform. After falling in 1996, funding for
precollegiate school reform rebounded in the most recent
year, capturing 6.3 percent of all education dollars and
26.9 percent of elementary and secondary education
dollars. All of the grants of $5 million or more awarded
for elementary and secondary education were made in
the area of school reform. These included three $10
million grants made as part of the Annenberg Founda-
tion’s Challenge for Public School Reform to Brown
University, the Greater Philadelphia First Foundation, and
the Bay Area School Reform Collaborative.

While accounting for only 1.2 percent of all education
dollars, funding for adult and continuing education in-
creased more than two-and-one-half times in the most
recent year as a result of two large grants: the Ford
Foundation’s $3 million grant to the Education Develop-
ment Center to implement a national adult literacy media
initiative; and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation’s $2.6 million
grant to the University of Georgia for a fellowship pro-
gram in adult continuing education.

Health Returns to Second Place Among
Giving Priorities

The grants classification system divides the broad area of
health into four categories: general and rehabilitative,
mental health, medical research, and specific diseases or
disorders. In 1997, these combined categories captured

1. Education’s share of funding was further strengthened in 1990 when the
Grants Index sample expanded, adding a larger proportion of corporate
foundations to the analysis. Corporate foundations have consistently
contributed a greater share of their grants dollars to education than
independent or community foundations.

2. Of the 1,016 foundations in the sample, nearly four-fifths provided support
for higher education, while more than half awarded grants for graduate and
professional education.

3. Due to reporting cycles, the Whitehead award is included in this year’s
sample, while grants made by the Robert W. Woodruff Foundation and the
Lettie Pate Evans Foundation for the Fund were recorded in the previous
edition of the Grants Index.

4. Over three-fourths of foundations in the sample provided support for
elementary and secondary education.
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16.7 percent of grant dollars, up from last year’s 16.2
percent (and well above the record-low 15.2 percent
reported in 1994). Health funding also regained its sec-
ond place rank among giving priorities, displacing human
services. The increase in share of giving extended across
three of the four health fields, with only medical research
registering a small decline.

Foundations distributed 9.2 percent of all grant dollars
and 55.0 percent of health dollars in the broad field of
general and rehabilitative health. Overall, 19 grants of
$2.5 million or more were directed to general and reha-
bilitative health, two more than the previous year. Within
this broad field, sampled funders spent close to three-
fifths of their dollars on hospitals and medical care,
roughly equal to 1996 levels.5 Several of the largest health

grants were made in this subfield, including the Wal-Mart
Foundation’s $12.7 million grant to the Children’s Mir-
acle Network for support of children’s hospitals; and the
David and Lucile Packard Foundation’s $7.1 million grant
to the Lucile Salter Packard Children’s Hospital at Stan-
ford for pediatric facility renovations at the University of
California, San Francisco (UCSF).6

Giving for public health increased more than two-
thirds, from $73 million to $123 million. As a result, the

5. Two-thirds of foundations in the sample provided support for hospitals and
medical care.

6. In 1998, following the merger of their parent entities, the Lucile Salter
Packard Children’s Hospital and the UCSF Children’s Medical Center adopted
the new name, Lucile Packard Children’s Health Services.

Recipient Name Foundation Name  Amount Grant Purpose*
1. Robert W. Woodruff Health Sciences

Center Fund
Joseph B. Whitehead Foundation $70,447,939 To establish Woodruff Health Sciences Center Fund

2. Keck Graduate Institute of Applied Life
Sciences

W.M. Keck Foundation 50,000,000 To establish graduate school for bioengineering and life
sciences

3. Capital Improvement Board of
Managers, Marion County, Indiana

Lilly Endowment 30,000,000 For matching grant to expand convention center and for LINC
training program

4. Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute (MBARI)

David and Lucile Packard Foundation 29,184,439 For operating and capital support

5. Babson College F.W. Olin Foundation 22,755,000 For building construction and endowment of the School of
Business

6. Save the Redwoods League David and Lucile Packard Foundation 20,000,000 For purchase of property on north coast of Santa Cruz County
7. National Center for Tobacco-Free Kids Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 19,510,110 To reduce youth tobacco use through establishment of

national center
8. Pritzker Family Philanthropic Fund Pritzker Foundation 19,000,000 For general support
9. Washington Opera Eugene B. Casey Foundation 16,650,000 For continued support of Eugene B. Casey Endowment Fund

10. University of Mississippi Donald W. Reynolds Foundation 16,500,000 For renovation and endowment for School of Accountancy,
and for endowment of library

11. University of Tulsa Donald W. Reynolds Foundation 14,750,000 For athletic and convocation center
12. University of Arkansas for Medical

Sciences
Donald W. Reynolds Foundation 14,538,320 For Center on Aging building

13. Rice University W.M. Keck Foundation 14,000,000 For challenge grant to modernize bioengineering building
14. Children’s Miracle Network Wal-Mart Foundation 12,670,447 For support of children’s hospitals
15. University of Arkansas for Medical

Sciences
Donald W. Reynolds Foundation 10,500,000 For program support

16. Partnership for a Drug Free America Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 10,499,534 For media campaign to reduce demand for illegal drugs
17. Virginia Commonwealth University

School of Engineering Foundation
Community Foundation Serving

Richmond and Central Virginia
10,470,000 To build a new school of engineering

18. Brown University Annenberg Foundation 10,000,000 For endowment and program support for Annenberg
Challenge for Public School Reform

19. Indiana Sports Corporation Lilly Endowment 10,000,000 For relocation of NCAA headquarters to Indianapolis
20. United Way of Allegheny County Richard King Mellon Foundation 10,000,000 For early childhood initiative
21. Stanford University David and Lucile Packard Foundation 10,000,000 For endowment of graduate fellowships in science and

engineering
22. Greater Philadelphia First Foundation Annenberg Foundation 9,993,593 For program support for Annenberg Challenge for Public

School Reform
23. Bay Area School Reform Collaborative Annenberg Foundation 9,991,510 For program support for Annenberg Challenge for Public

School Reform
24. Search Institute Colorado Trust 9,946,060 For Assets for Colorado Youth program
25. Georgia O’Keefe Museum Burnett Foundation 9,735,349 For capital and operating support
26. MPA Foundation Burnett Foundation 9,700,000 For relocation of Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth
27. Freedom Forum Newseum Freedom Forum 9,689,948 For development, construction, exhibition, and artifact

acquisition
28. International Clinical Epidemiology

Network
Rockefeller Foundation 9,200,000 For continued support for core activities and operations

29. Laureate Mental Health Corporation William K. Warren Foundation 8,923,607 For mental health research
30. Duke University Duke Endowment 8,651,000 For library
31. Duke University Duke Endowment 8,651,000 For undergraduate financial aid
32. American Federation for Aging Research

(AFAR)
John A. Hartford Foundation 8,037,369 For Beeson Physician Faculty Scholars in Aging Research

Program
33. Lucile Salter Packard Children’s

Hospital at Stanford
David and Lucile Packard Foundation 8,034,415 For support of pediatric academic development program

34. Indiana University Foundation Lilly Endowment 8,000,000 For student retention programs
35. Mid-South Community College Donald W. Reynolds Foundation 8,000,000 For learning resource and student services center
36. United Way of Southeastern

Pennsylvania
William Penn Foundation 7,762,549 To improve child care system and move policy toward

increased child care for families in need
37. Henderson State University Donald W. Reynolds Foundation 7,563,323 For chemistry, biology, and physics building
38. Longwood Gardens Longwood Foundation 7,517,800 For capital projects

TABLE 3. GRANTS OF $5 MILLION AND OVER
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field captured 1.6 percent of all grant dollars and 9.3
percent of health dollars. Public health accounted for five
grants of $2.5 million or more, including the second
largest general and rehabilitative health grant: a $9.2 mil-
lion award from the Rockefeller Foundation to the Inter-
national Clinical Epidemiology Network for continued
support of core activities and operations. The share of
funding for outpatient care services stayed roughly con-
stant at 1.9 percent of all grant dollars. The largest grant
for outpatient care awarded in 1997 was the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation’s $4.2 million grant to the National Associa-
tion of Community Health Centers to assure access and
improve health services for the most needy citizens by
initiating alternative managed care models led by com-
munity health centers. In other subfields of general and

rehabilitative health, funding for reproductive health and
rehabilitative medicine decreased, while support for
nursing and convalescent care remained consistent.

Funding for medical research, largely directed to spe-
cific medical disciplines or diseases, decreased from
3.5 percent of all grant dollars in 1996 to 3.2 percent in
the most recent year. The share of number of grants
dipped slightly, from 1.9 percent to 1.8 percent. As a
percentage of all health funding, medical research ac-
counted for almost one-fifth, a share that has remained
relatively consistent since the late 1980s. The termina-
tion of the Lucille P. Markey Charitable Trust, previously
the largest funder in medical research, may partially ex-
plain the decline observed in 1997. In addition, the Whi-
taker Foundation, currently the largest medical research

Recipient Name Foundation Name  Amount Grant Purpose*
39. Community Centers of Indianapolis Lilly Endowment 7,500,000 For capital support for recreation facilities
40. Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation 7,395,020 For program support
41. Central Park Conservancy Gilder Foundation 7,359,654 Unspecified
42. Lucile Salter Packard Children’s

Hospital at Stanford
David and Lucile Packard Foundation 7,100,000 For renovation of pediatric facility at University of California,

San Francisco
43. William K. Warren Medical Research

Center
William K. Warren Foundation 7,100,000 For medical research

44. Annenberg Rural Challenge Annenberg Foundation 6,365,294 For program support for Annenberg Challenge for Public
School Reform

45. Louisville Presbyterian Theological
Seminary

Lilly Endowment 6,338,674 For continued support for Louisville Institute

46. Carnegie-Mellon University Howard Heinz Endowment 6,000,000 For Centennial Capital Campaign
47. Northwestern University Robert R. McCormick Tribune

Foundation
6,000,000 For capital support of School of Engineering

48. Massachusetts Institute of Technology Starr Foundation 6,000,000 For internships for Starr Asian Studies Program
49. University of Denver F.W. Olin Foundation 5,927,000 For building construction for Department of Science
50. National Academy of Sciences Ford Foundation 5,795,000 For minority pre-doctoral, dissertation, and post-doctoral

fellowship programs
51. University of California at Berkeley

Foundation
Evelyn and Walter Haas, Jr. Fund 5,750,000 For capital support for new athletic and activities center

52. YMCA Camping and Retreat Services of
Battle Creek and Kalamazoo

W.K. Kellogg Foundation 5,721,400 For camping and retreat program at Sherman Lake YMCA
Outdoor Center

53. Moody Gardens Moody Foundation 5,644,550 For equipment, operating support, and leasehold
improvements

54. Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing
Partnership

Lilly Endowment 5,620,400 For matching grant for housing and community development
programs

55. University of Central Arkansas Donald W. Reynolds Foundation 5,616,585 For performing arts center
56. National Academy of Sciences Ford Foundation 5,580,000 For minority pre-doctoral, dissertation, and post-doctoral

fellowship programs
57. Amon Carter Museum Amon G. Carter Foundation 5,569,712 For general support
58. Yeshiva University Mozes S. Shupf Foundation 5,420,988 Unspecified
59. Menlo School and Menlo College David and Lucile Packard Foundation 5,341,000 For faculty exchange between Menlo College and Peking

University
60. Corporation for Public Broadcasting Annenberg Foundation 5,000,000 For program support
61. United Negro College Fund Annenberg Foundation 5,000,000 Unspecified
62. Cornell University Dyson Foundation 5,000,000 For renovation to create new home for Johnson School of

Management
63. Vermont Land Trust Freeman Foundation 5,000,000 For farm and land conservation projects
64. Children’s Mercy Hospital Hall Family Foundation 5,000,000 For capital support
65. Museum of Fine Arts, Houston Houston Endowment 5,000,000 For construction and operating support 
66. California Institute of Technology W.M. Keck Foundation 5,000,000 For seed fund for interdisciplinary research projects on

biological systems
67. Schools of the 21st Century Corporation W.K. Kellogg Foundation 5,000,000 To upgrade quality of student learning
68. Private Industry Council of Indianapolis Lilly Endowment 5,000,000 For youth employment development project
69. Purdue Research Foundation Lilly Endowment 5,000,000 For student retention programs
70. American Council of Learned Societies Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 5,000,000 For fellowships
71. Public Campaign Florence and John Schumann

Foundation
5,000,000 For new national organization to advance public participation

in campaign finance reform
72. Asia Society Starr Foundation 5,000,000 For capital campaign
73. American Fund for the Tate Gallery Starr Foundation 5,000,000 For modern art facility and education center
74. Brown University Starr Foundation 5,000,000 For general support of Thomas J. Watson Institute and Starr

Plaza
75. Metropolitan Opera Association Starr Foundation 5,000,000 For C.V. Starr Fellows Fund Endowment
76. United Jewish Appeal Wexner Foundation 5,000,000 For community assistance programs

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016 larger foundations.
*Grant purpose texts have been abbreviated; see Grants Index entry for full description.

TABLE 3. (continued)
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funder, made grants totaling $25 million in this area in
1997, compared to a high of $48 million the previous
year.7 Nine grants of $2.5 million or more were made for
medical research in the current report year, compared to
ten in 1996. The largest medical research award in 1997
was the John A. Hartford Foundation’s $8 million grant to
the American Federation for Aging Research (AFAR) for
the Beeson Physician Faculty Scholars in Aging Research
Program.

Funding for mental health, including substance abuse
programs, increased by more than half in 1997, from
$126 million to $191 million. As a result, mental health
jumped from 1.7 percent to 2.4 percent of all grant
dollars. Throughout the 1990s, the share of giving for
mental health has fluctuated between 1.6 percent and 2.6
percent of grant dollars due to variations in the size and
number of large grants. In 1997, 14.4 percent of health
dollars targeted mental health. The Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation made two exceptionally large grants in this
area: a $19.5 million grant to establish the National
Center for Tobacco-Free Kids and a $10.5 million grant
to the Partnership for a Drug Free America to continue a
media campaign to reduce the demand for illegal drugs.

Grants for the prevention and treatment of specific
diseases totaled 1.9 percent of grant dollars in 1997, up
from 1.6 percent last year, with the share of number of
grants awarded increasing to 2.2 percent. In addition, the
amount of funding for specific diseases increased by
nearly three-tenths, from $119 million in 1996 to $152
million in the most recent year. Overall, three grants of at
least $2.5 million were awarded for the prevention or
treatment of specific diseases, including the Donald W.
Reynolds Foundation’s $14.5 million grant to the Univer-
sity of Arkansas for Medical Sciences for its Center on
Aging building; and the David and Lucile Packard Foun-
dation’s $8 million in continuing support for the Lucile
Packard Hospital at Stanford for a pediatric academic
development program. Grants awarded for AIDS preven-
tion, treatment, and research dropped to $30 million after

7. The Whitaker Foundation, which funds biomedical research, is spending
down its assets as it moves toward termination in 2006.

TABLE 4. DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTION OF GRANTS AND
GRANT MONEY REPORTED*

State/No. of Fdns.
Grants Awarded Grants Received

Dollar Value No. Dollar Value No.

Alabama 6 $12,448 235 $23,402 410
Alaska 1 767 22 5,818 96
American Samoa 0 0 0 28 1
Arizona 5 18,169 330 41,942 652
Arkansas 6 84,939 421 111,709 361
California 113 1,007,855 9,659 1,071,277 10,643
Colorado 13 73,051 1,059 106,866 1,453
Connecticut 19 95,545 1,716 89,654 1,022
Delaware 6 42,315 533 32,751 342
District of Columbia 19 83,156 2,177 563,564 5,761
Florida 30 120,977 2,064 112,913 1,644
Georgia 22 232,636 1,641 262,957 1,711
Guam 0 0 0 21 2
Hawaii 5 13,605 408 37,148 573
Idaho 0 0 0 5,152 112
Illinois 60 412,894 6,220 320,291 4,601
Indiana 12 232,033 928 209,119 1,244
Iowa 7 21,062 262 37,881 518
Kansas 4 21,361 231 30,935 396
Kentucky 4 23,131 198 61,946 553
Louisiana 3 5,628 98 25,365 391
Maine 1 1,498 40 27,667 281
Maryland 16 177,011 1,448 132,910 1,440
Massachusetts 31 105,341 2,265 352,228 3,722
Michigan 39 563,617 4,453 247,042 2,518
Minnesota 30 203,074 3,126 197,163 2,625
Mississippi 0 0 0 26,268 139
Missouri 18 136,194 1,912 128,846 1,512
Montana 0 0 0 18,714 218
Nebraska 9 43,062 672 47,876 428
Nevada 9 62,202 501 24,531 244
New Hampshire 1 2,028 93 12,918 261
New Jersey 33 369,238 3,388 124,783 1,846
New Mexico 4 12,248 212 51,021 337
New York 219 1,839,657 19,466 1,030,933 12,036
North Carolina 15 168,626 1,787 179,120 2,045
North Dakota 0 0 0 10,518 183
Ohio 49 212,026 3,183 216,989 3,134
Oklahoma 13 172,342 637 75,291 574
Oregon 9 60,256 727 111,944 1,093
Pennsylvania 57 585,070 5,287 450,079 4,708
Puerto Rico 0 0 0 5,512 64
Rhode Island 8 32,466 510 58,958 591
South Carolina 0 0 0 26,140 415
South Dakota 0 0 0 8,455 75
Tennessee 11 33,601 433 53,843 694
Texas 56 376,401 4,125 416,190 4,443
Utah 5 24,430 285 31,372 387
Vermont 0 0 0 32,638 246 
Virgin Islands 0 0 0 452 9
Virginia 18 135,065 1,508 183,676 1,781
Washington 13 60,012 709 74,878 831
West Virginia 0 0 0 10,949 218
Wisconsin 15 63,798 1,139 77,676 1,192
Wyoming 2 3,824 95 3,060 74

Total 1,016 $7,944,659 86,203 $7,601,379 82,850 

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016
larger foundations.

* All dollar figures expressed in thousands; due to rounding, figures may not
add up. The difference between total grants awarded and total grants
received represents grants to overseas recipients (see Table 5).

TABLE 5. DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN GRANTS REPORTED*

Focus of Giving
Dollar Value

of Grants %
No. of
Grants % 

Domestic $7,083,327,659 89.2 78,347 90.9
International 861,330,478 10.8 7,856 9.1

Overseas Recipients 343,274,232 4.3 3,353 3.9
U.S.-Based Recipients 518,056,246 6.5 4,503 5.2

Total $7,944,658,137 100.0 86,203 100.0

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016
larger foundations.

* All dollar figures expressed in thousands; due to rounding, figures may not
add up.
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jumping to $37 million in 1996.8 While foundations
awarded three grants of $2.5 million or more for the study
or treatment of AIDS in 1996, only one large grant was

made in this area in 1997: the Starr Foundation’s $4
million grant for the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative.

Consistent with current classification guidelines, fund-
ing for medical and professional health education falls
under graduate education rather than health. In 1997,
funding in this area returned to 1995 levels, with founda-
tions awarding $163 million for medical and profes-
sional health education or 2.0 percent of all funding. By

Dollar Value 
of Grants

No. of 
Grants

1997 1997
Subject Amount % No. %

Arts and Culture
Policy, Management, and

Information1 $    9,921 0.1 132 0.2
Arts----Multipurpose 79,246 1.0 1,293 1.5
Media and Communications 95,406 1.2 1,115 1.3
Visual Arts/Architecture 28,789 0.4 386 0.4
Museums 317,863 4.0 2,752 3.2
Performing Arts 368,473 4.6 5,279 6.1
Humanities 49,830 0.6 520 0.6
Historic Preservation 53,337 0.7 784 0.9
Other 9,982 0.1 163 0.2

Total Arts and Culture $1,012,847 12.7 12,424 14.4

Education
Policy, Management, and

Information1 $   11,837 0.1 182 0.2
Elementary and Secondary 500,609 6.3 5,876 6.8
Vocational and Technical 6,818 0.1 129 0.1
Higher Education 793,693 10.0 7,378 8.6
Graduate and Professional 380,437 4.8 2,309 2.7
Adult and Continuing 22,695 0.3 253 0.3
Library Science/Libraries 103,871 1.3 874 1.0
Student Services 13,259 0.2 164 0.2
Educational Services 68,545 0.9 1,120 1.3

Total Education $1,901,764 23.9 18,285 21.2

Environment and Animals
Environment $  350,923 4.4 4,122 4.8
Animals and Wildlife 63,335 0.8 870 1.0

Total Environment and
Animals $  414,258 5.2 4,992 5.8

Health
General and Rehabilitative $  728,244 9.2 6,450 7.5

Policy, Management,
and Information1 40,419 0.5 300 0.3

Hospitals and Medical
Care 402,534 5.1 3,476 4.0

Reproductive Health
Care 78,018 1.0 857 1.0

Public Health 123,451 1.6 859 1.0
Other 83,821 1.1 958 1.1

Specific Diseases 152,297 1.9 1,863 2.2
Medical Research 253,080 3.2 1,568 1.8
Mental Health 190,792 2.4 1,485 1.7

Total Health $1,324,413 16.7 11,366 13.2 

Dollar Value 
of Grants

No. of 
Grants

1997 1997
Subject Amount % No. %

Human Services 
Crime, Justice, and Legal

Services $   95,700 1.2 1,467 1.7
Employment 83,476 1.1 1,214 1.4
Food, Nutrition, and

Agriculture 51,533 0.6 917 1.1
Housing and Shelter 93,691 1.2 1,659 1.9
Safety and Disaster Relief 13,399 0.2 313 0.4
Recreation and Sports 144,784 1.8 1,324 1.5
Youth Development 139,261 1.8 2,601 3.0
Human Services----

Multipurpose 604,817 7.6 10,135 11.8

Total Human Services $1,226,661 15.4 19,630 22.8

International Affairs,
Development, Peace, and
Human Rights $  300,363 3.8 2,720 3.2

Public/Society Benefit
Civil Rights and Social Action $   91,304 1.1 1,253 1.5
Community Improvement

and Development 333,323 4.2 3,627 4.2
Philanthropy and Voluntarism 313,041 3.9 3,088 3.6
Public Affairs 232,443 2.9 2,208 2.6

Total Public/Society Benefit $  970,110 12.2 10,176 11.8

Science and Technology
Policy, Management, and

Information1 $    8,431 0.1 93 0.1
General Science 177,664 2.2 739 0.9
Physical Science 64,663 0.8 661 0.8
Technology 73,842 0.9 672 0.8
Life Science 103,152 1.3 186 0.2
Other 25 0.0 1 0.0

Total Science and
Technology $  427,777 5.4 2,352 2.7

Social Science
Social Science and

Economics $  100,410 1.3 899 1.0
Interdisciplinary/Other 98,678 1.2 792 0.9

Total Social Science $  199,088 2.5 1,691 2.0

Religion $  158,074 2.0 2,454 2.8

Other $    9,302 0.1 113 0.1

Total Grants $7,944,658 100.0 86,203 100.0

TABLE 6. DISTRIBUTION OF GRANTS BY SUBJECT CATEGORIES*

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016 larger foundations.
* All dollar figures expressed in thousands; due to rounding, figures may not add up.
1 Includes broad range of supporting activities or organizations identified by 12 ‘‘common codes.’’

8. Non-health awards for AIDS counseling and services totaled $12.1 million in
1997, down from the $13.3 million reported last year. The number of grants
rose from 266 to 304.
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comparison, 1996 support for this area reached $308
million or 4.2 percent of funding, due to the $203 million
Woodruff Foundation grant for the Robert W. Woodruff
Health Sciences Center Fund (noted above). Foundations
with an interest in health gave an additional $3.8 million
to medical libraries, also tracked under education, a jump
from the $841,000 given in 1996.

Following Record Increase, Human Services Captures
More Typical Share

Funding for human services has fluctuated widely
throughout the 1990s, capturing between 14 percent
and 17 percent of all grant dollars. In 1997, human
services received 15.4 percent of grant dollars, dropping
from last year’s record-high 17.3 percent. Funding for

A----Arts, culture, humanities activities
• arts & culture (multipurpose activities)
• media & communications 
• visual arts 
• museums
• performing arts 
• humanities 
• historical societies & related historical activities

B----Educational institutions & related activities 
• elementary & secondary education (preschool

through Grade 12)
• vocational/technical schools 
• higher education 
• graduate/professional schools 
• adult/continuing education
• libraries/archives
• student services & organizations

C----Environmental quality, protection
• pollution abatement & control
• natural resources conservation & protection
• botanic/horticulture activities 
• environmental beautification & open spaces
• environmental education & outdoor survival

D----Animal-related activities 
• animal protection & welfare
• humane societies
• wildlife preservation & protection
• veterinary services 
• zoos & aquariums
• specialty animals & other services  

E----Health----general & rehabilitative 
• hospitals 
• health treatment, primarily outpatient
• reproductive health care 
• rehabilitative medical services
• health support services
• emergency medical services 
• public health & wellness education
• health care financing/insurance programs
• nursing homes/nursing care

F----Mental health, crisis intervention 
• addiction prevention & treatment
• mental health treatment & services
• crisis intervention
• psychiatric/mental health----primary care
• half-way houses (mental health)/ transitional care
• counseling/bereavement services
• specific mental health disorders

G----Disease/disorder/medical disciplines (multipurpose) 
• birth defects & genetic diseases
• cancer
• diseases of specific organs
• nerve, muscle & bone diseases
• allergy-related diseases
• specific named diseases
• medical disciplines/specialties

H----Medical research 
• identical hierarchy to diseases/disorders/medical

disciplines in major field ‘‘G’’
• example: G30 represents American Cancer

Society; H30 represents cancer research

I----Public protection: crime/courts/legal services 
• police & law enforcement agencies
• correctional facilities & prisoner services
• crime prevention 
• rehabilitation of offenders
• administration of justice/courts
• protection against/prevention of neglect, abuse,

exploitation
• legal services

J----Employment/jobs 
• vocational guidance & training, such as

on-the-job programs
• employment procurement assistance
• vocational rehabilitation 
• employment assistance for the disabled
• labor unions/organizations
• labor-management relations

K----Food, nutrition, agriculture 
• agricultural services aimed at food procurement
• food service/free food distribution
• nutrition promotion 
• farmland preservation

L----Housing/shelter 
• housing development/construction 
• housing search assistance
• low-cost temporary shelters such as youth

hostels 
• homeless, temporary shelter for
• housing owners/renters organizations
• housing support services  

M----Public safety/disaster preparedness & relief 
• disaster prevention, such as flood control
• disaster relief (U.S. domestic)
• safety education
• civil defense & preparedness programs  

N----Recreation, leisure, sports, athletics 
• camps
• physical fitness & community recreation
• sports training 
• recreation/pleasure or social clubs
• amateur sports 
• Olympics & Special Olympics  

O----Youth development 
• youth centers, such as boys clubs
• scouting 
• big brothers/sisters 
• agricultural development, such as 4-H
• business development, Junior Achievement
• citizenship programs
• religious leadership development 

P----Human service----other/multipurpose 
• multipurpose service organizations
• children & youth services
• family services 
• personal social services
• emergency assistance (food, clothing)
• residential/custodial care
• centers promoting independence of specific

groups, such as senior or women’s centers

Q----International 
• exchange programs 
• international development
• international relief services (foreign disaster

relief) 
• peace & security (international conflict

resolution)
• foreign policy research & analyses
• international human rights

R----Civil rights/civil liberties 
• equal opportunity & access 
• voter education/registration
• civil liberties

S----Community improvement/development 
• community/neighborhood development 
• community coalitions
• economic development, both urban and rural
• business services
• nonprofit management
• community service clubs such as Junior League

T----Philanthropy & voluntarism 
• philanthropy associations/societies
• private grantmaking foundations
• public foundations (e.g., women’s funds) and

community foundations 
• voluntarism promotion
• community funds and federated giving

U----Science 
• scientific research & promotion 
• physical/earth sciences
• engineering/technology 
• biological sciences

V----Social sciences 
• social science research/studies
• interdisciplinary studies, such as black studies,

women’s studies, urban studies, etc.

W----Public affairs/society benefit 
• public policy research, general
• government & public administration
• transportation systems
• telecommunications
• leadership development
• public utilities
• consumer rights/education 

X----Religion/spiritual development 
• Christian churches, missionary societies and

related religious bodies
• Jewish synagogues 
• other specific religions
• interfaith organizations

Y----Mutual membership benefit organizations 
• insurance providers & services (other than health)
• pension/retirement funds
• fraternal beneficiary societies
• cemeteries & burial services 

Z99----Unknown, unclassifiable

FIGURE B. SUMMARY OF THE 26 NATIONAL TAXONOMY OF EXEMPT ENTITIES (NTEE) MAJOR FIELD AREAS

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998.
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human services increased substantially in 1996 when the
Moody Foundation made a $140 million grant to a com-
munity recreation center. Without this award, by far the
largest ever made in the human services field, the share
of dollars would have remained roughly consistent be-
tween 1996 and 1997. The 22.8 percent share of number
of grants was nearly identical to the 23.0 percent reported
in 1996.

In four of eight human services subcategories, funding
as a share of all dollars rose. Only the recreation and food,
nutrition, and agriculture subcategories showed signifi-
cant decreases. Many foundations, especially those op-
erating at a community or statewide level, continued to
demonstrate a strong commitment to this field.

The human services—multipurpose subcategory, which
includes a broad range of services to individuals, families,
or target population groups, increased its share of grant
dollars from 7.2 percent in 1996 to 7.6 percent, while its
share of total human services dollars increased from
two-fifths to almost half.9 Thirteen grants of $2.5 million
or more, including five of at least $5 million, were
awarded for human services—multipurpose in 1997, a
considerable increase over the two reported last year. The
largest grants awarded were: the Richard King Mellon
Foundation’s $10 million grant to the United Way of
Allegheny County for an early childhood initiative; and
the Colorado Trust’s $9.9 million award to the Search
Institute for the Assets for Colorado Youth program.

The share of grant dollars awarded for recreation and
sports fell sharply from 3.9 percent in 1996 to 1.8 percent

in 1997. This drop can be explained by the prior year’s
$140 million Moody Foundation grant (noted above).
Without this exceptionally large grant, recreation and
sports would have received only 2.0 percent of grant
dollars in 1996, a level only slightly higher than this year’s
share. Six grants of at least $5 million were made for
recreation and sports in 1997, compared to three in 1996.
The largest of these grants were: the Donald W. Reynolds
Foundation’s $14.8 million grant to the University of Tulsa
for an athletic and convocation center; two Lilly Endow-
ment grants—a $10 million matching grant to the Indiana
Sports Corporation to relocate the NCAA National Head-
quarters to Indianapolis and a $7.5 million capital sup-
port grant to the Community Centers of Indianapolis for
recreation facilities; and the Gilder Foundation’s $7.4
million allocation to the Central Park Conservancy.

Youth development funding—including grants for youth
centers, scouting, adult-child matching programs, citi-
zenship, and leadership development—remained at third
place among human service subcategories in 1997.10

The share of total grant dollars awarded for this subcate-
gory remained stable at 1.8 percent, with the share of
number of grants rising slightly to 3.0 percent. Only one
grant of at least $2.5 million was made in this program
area in 1997: the Oregon Community Foundation’s $4
million award to Self Enhancement, a youth development
program serving the economically disadvantaged, for a
community center for low-income children.

Among other human services subcategories, funding
for food, nutrition, and agriculture fell by one-fourth;

9. Nearly four-fifths of foundations in the sample allocated grants for human
services—multipurpose.

Percent of Grant DollarsPercent of Grant DollarsPercent of Grant DollarsPercent of Grant DollarsPercent of Grant DollarsPercent of Grant Dollars Percent of Number of GrantsPercent of Number of Grants

Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%
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Benefit 12%
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Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%Health 17%
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13%
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Humanities

13%
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Humanities

13%

Public/Society
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Education
24%

Education
21%

Religion 2%
Social Science 3%

International Affairs 4%

Environment &
Animals  5%

Science & Technology 5%

Religion 3%Religion 3%Religion 3%
Social Science 2%

International Affairs 3%

Environment &
Animals 6%

Science & Technology 3%

1

1111

1

FIGURE C. GRANTS BY MAJOR SUBJECT CATEGORIES*

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016 larger foundations.
*Due to rounding, figures may not add up.
1Includes civil rights and social action, community improvement, philanthropy and voluntarism, and public affairs.

10. Nearly three-fifths of foundations in the sample provided support for youth
development.
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giving for emergency assistance more than doubled; sup-
port for employment increased by one-fourth; and fund-
ing for housing and shelter remained roughly consistent.
Large allocations made in these fields included two Lilly
Endowment grants: a $5.6 million grant to the Indianapo-
lis Neighborhood Housing Partnership for operating sup-
port and for housing counseling, loan pools, community
development corporations, and community partnerships;
and a $5 million grant to the Private Industry Council of
Indianapolis for a youth employment development sys-
tem project.

Arts, Culture, and Humanities Field Regains Share

Arts and Culture held a relatively consistent share of
funding throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, ranging
from roughly 13 percent to 15 percent of grant dollars.
After reaching a record-low of 12.0 percent in 1995, the
share of funding for the arts has increased for two con-
secutive years, securing 12.7 percent of grant dollars in
1997. Moreover, the share of number of grants grew for
the first time in ten years, from 14.2 percent in 1996 to
14.4 percent. In absolute terms, funding grew from $900
million to $1 billion, an increase of 12.5 percent.

The gain in share of dollars for the arts resulted in part
from an increase in the size and number of the largest
gifts. Foundations made 35 arts grants of at least $2.5
million in 1997, compared to 25 grants the prior year.

Museums and the performing arts accounted for the
largest shares of dollars within the field, together taking
in 8.6 percent of total grant dollars and over two-thirds of
all arts grant dollars.11 The share of funding for the
performing arts rose for the first time since 1994 to 4.6
percent of all dollars and 36.4 percent of arts dollars. In
addition, performing arts grant dollars increased by one-
fourth, from $295 million to $368 million. Giving for the
performing arts was primarily targeted to theater, music
(including symphony orchestras), and performing arts
centers. Three grants of at least $5 million were awarded
for the performing arts in 1997, including the largest arts
grant of the year: the Eugene B. Casey Foundation’s $16.7
million grant in continuing support for the Eugene B.
Casey Endowment Fund of the Washington Opera. Other
large performing arts grants included: the Donald W.
Reynolds Foundation’s $5.6 million award to the Univer-
sity of Central Arkansas for a performing arts center; and
the Starr Foundation’s $5 million grant to the Metropoli-
tan Opera Association for the C.V. Starr Fellows Fund
Endowment.

The share of giving for museums remained consistent
in 1997 at 4.0 percent of grant dollars and 3.2 percent of
grants. Museums tend to garner a larger share of founda-
tion dollars, attracting many of the largest arts and culture

grants. Although the share of overall dollars remains
below levels reported in the early 1980s, funding for
museums accounted for more than three-tenths of arts
dollars in 1997. Foundations made 14 grants of at least
$2.5 million for museums in 1997, including six in excess
of $5 million. In fact, three of the four largest arts grants
benefited museums, including two $9.7 million grants
made by the Burnett Foundation to the Georgia O’Keefe
Museum for capital and operating support and to the MPA
Foundation to relocate the Modern Art Museum of Fort
Worth.

Support for media and communications showed a
slight decline in 1997, slipping to 1.2 percent of dollars
and 9.4 percent of arts funding. Only three grants of at
least $2.5 million were made in the media and commu-
nications subfield in 1997, compared with seven the
previous year. The largest grant in this area was the An-
nenberg Foundation’s $5 million award to the Corpora-
tion for Public Broadcasting for program support. Among
other arts fields, dollars for the humanities increased by
one-fourth in 1997, supported by the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation’s $5 million award to the American Council
for Learned Societies for fellowships.

Support for Public/Society Benefit Surpasses
Last Year’s Record

The public/society benefit program area----classified prior
to the 1989 adoption of a national coding system
under the broad ‘‘social welfare’’ field----encompasses
civil rights and social action, community improvement
and development, philanthropy and voluntarism, and
public affairs. In 1997, public/society benefit captured

11. Two-thirds of foundations in the sample provided support for museums;
over three-fifths awarded grants for performing arts.

TABLE 7.  GENERAL FOUNDATION FUNDING TRENDS*
Dollar Value 

of Grants
No. of 
Grants

1997 1997

Subject Amount % No. %

Arts and Culture $1,012,847 12.7 12,424 14.4
Education 1,901,764 23.9 18,285 21.2
Environment and Animals 414,258 5.2 4,992 5.8
Health 1,324,413 16.7 11,366 13.2
Human Services 1,226,661 15.4 19,630 22.8
International Affairs,

Development, and Peace 300,363 3.8 2,720 3.2
Public/Society Benefit1 970,110 12.2 10,176 11.8
Science and Technology 427,777 5.4 2,352 2.7
Social Science 199,088 2.5 1,691 2.0
Religion 158,074 2.0 2,454 2.8
Other 9,302 0.1 113 0.1

Total $7,944,658 100.0 86,203 100.0

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016
larger foundations.

*All dollar figures expressed in thousands; due to rounding, figures may not
add up.

1 Includes civil rights and social action, community improvement,
philanthropy and voluntarism, and public affairs.
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12.2 percent of grant dollars, surpassing last year’s 11.6
percent record. Moreover, the dollar value of grants
awarded increased 15 percent, from $847 million to $970
million.

Community improvement and development increased
slightly from 4.0 percent to 4.2 percent of overall grant
dollars in 1997, and this program area continued to
represent more than one-third of all dollars within pub-
lic/society benefit.12 While the number of grants of at
least $2.5 million made for community development
declined by half in the latest year, these grants included
the third largest award of the year: the Lilly Endowment’s
$30 million matching grant to the Capital Improvement
Board of Managers of Marion County, IN, to expand the
Indiana Convention Center and for an employment and
training program. Other large grants in this area included:
the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation’s $7.4 million
award to the Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership in
Kansas City, MO; and the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation’s $3 million grant to the Save the Children
Federation for the National Leadership Collaborative for
Community programs.

Funding for philanthropy and voluntarism, a subcate-
gory that includes federated giving programs,13 declined
from 4.2 percent to 3.9 percent of all grant dollars in
1997, although the field still accounts for close to one-
third of public/society benefit funds.14 Awards specifi-
cally for federated giving programs----such as the United
Way, the Jewish Federation, and the Catholic Appeal----
fell from 3.2 percent to 2.7 percent of total grant dollars.
Seven grants of $2.5 million or more were awarded in the
philanthropy and voluntarism area in 1997, the largest
being the Pritzker Foundation’s $19 million in continuing
support for the Pritzker Family Philanthropic Fund, a
supporting organization of the Jewish Federation of Met-
ropolitan Chicago.

Public affairs----including activities that promote effec-
tive government as well as public administration, leader-
ship development, and public policy research----showed
the largest gains in the public/society benefit category in
1997, increasing its share of grant dollars from 2.3 per-
cent to 2.9 percent. Actual public affairs grant dollars
increased by two-fifths from $165 million to $232 mil-
lion, with foundations providing over one-fifth of this
support for public policy research and analysis. Funding
for both election regulation and for welfare policy and
reform jumped in 1997. Overall, nine grants of $5 million
or more were made in the public affairs field, compared
to only three in 1996. The largest public affairs grants

included: the Florence and John Schumann Foundation’s
$5 million grant to establish a new national organization
to advance public participation in campaign finance
reform; two awards made by the Pew Charitable Trusts----a
$4.8 million grant to the University of Richmond for an
effort to document and publicize best practices in civic
problem solving and a $3.8 million award to the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania’s Campaign Quality Project to im-
prove campaign conduct in ten states in the 1998
election; and the W.K. Kellogg’s $3.7 million grant to the
Center for Policy Alternatives to develop the leadership
capacity of state legislators.

Finally, support for civil rights and social action main-
tained its 1.1 percent share of grant dollars. Three grants
of at least $2.5 million were awarded for this program
area in 1997, including: the W.K. Kellogg Foundation’s
$3 million grant to the Civil Rights Project to increase the
capacity of African leaders to initiate a dialogue on
diversity; and the Lannan Foundation’s $2.6 million grant
to the Indian Law Resource Center to support the Inde-
pendent Traditional Seminole Nation. By comparison, no
grants of $2.5 million or more were awarded in this area
since 1992.

Large Grants Raise Science Funding to
Highest Level Since 1991

Funding for science has varied widely throughout the
1990s, peaking at 5.7 percent in 1991 and dropping to a
record-low 3.5 percent last year. In 1997, the field cap-
tured 5.4 percent of all grant dollars, its highest share
since 1991. Moreover, the amount of science funding
increased 70.1 percent, from $251 million in 1996 to
$488 million in the most recent year. Fluctuations in
science funding are due partly to exceptionally large
grants made in the field, but also to grants indexing
procedures. Many science grants are classified under
engineering education or biomedical research. The dra-
matic increase in 1997 can be explained by an increase
in the number of large grants made in this area, including
the W.M. Keck Foundation’s $50 million grant to establish
the Keck Graduate Institute of Applied Life Sciences.

Overall, foundations gave 11 grants of at least $5
million for science in 1997, compared to only three the
previous year. In addition to the grant noted above,
the largest gifts for science and science education in-
cluded: the David and Lucile Packard Foundation’s $29
million continuing support grant to the Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI), the foundation’s
ninth award to MBARI since 1990; the W.M. Keck Foun-
dation’s $14 million challenge grant to Rice University to
modernize a building for bioengineering research; the
Community Foundation Serving Richmond & Central
Virginia’s $10.5 million in start-up support to the Virginia
Commonwealth University School of Engineering Foun-
dation to build a new engineering school; and the David

12. Over half of foundations in the sample provided support for community
improvement and development.

13. Prior to the most recent NTEE revision, grants for federated giving programs
were included in community improvement and development.

14. Nearly three-fifths of foundations in the sample provided support for
philanthropy and voluntarism.
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and Lucile Packard Foundation’s $10 million gift to Stan-
ford University to endow graduate fellowships in science
and engineering.

Share of Funding for Environment and Animals Slips;
Share of Grants Increases

Throughout the 1990s, foundation support for the protec-
tion of the environment and animals and wildlife has
stayed relatively consistent at roughly 5 percent of grant
dollars. In 1997, funding for the environment and animals
fell slightly to 5.2 percent, down from 1996’s record level
of 5.4 percent. Nevertheless, the share of grants increased
to 5.8 percent in the most recent year, surpassing last
year’s record share.

Funding for the environment amounted to nearly six
times the support provided for animals and wildlife.
Within the environment category, natural resource pro-
tection accounted for more than three-fifths of grant
dollars, followed by botanical and horticultural pro-
grams, pollution control, and policy, management, and
information.

The largest environment awards included: the David
and Lucile Packard Foundation’s $20 million gift to the
Save the Redwoods League for the purchase of property
on the north coast of Santa Cruz County; the Longwood
Foundation’s $7.5 million in continuing support for Long-
wood Gardens; and the Freeman Foundation’s $5 million
award to the Vermont Land Trust for farm and land
conservation projects. No grants of at least $2.5 million
benefiting animals and wildlife were reported in 1997.

Social Science Funding Shows Slight Decline; Number
of Grants Up by Three-Tenths

The social sciences include economics, sociology, be-
havioral science, political science, law, and interdiscipli-
nary research. Due to classification issues, many grants
related to the social sciences are coded as grants for legal
or business education, public affairs, or international
affairs.

Funding for the social sciences claimed 2.5 percent of
grant dollars in 1997, down only slightly from the 2.6
percent reported in 1996. During the same period, the
number of grants awarded for the social sciences grew by
three-tenths, with the share increasing from 1.7 percent
to 2.0 percent of all grants. Foundations spent almost half
of social science funding for interdisciplinary programs,
with the balance targeted to associations and to specific
social science disciplines. In the current reporting year,
the largest social sciences grant was a $6 million award
from the Starr Foundation to the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology for internships for the Starr Asian Studies
Program.

Giving for International Affairs, Development, and
Peace Increases

A relatively small percentage of Grants Index funders are
very active in the international development and affairs
field (including peace and security and international
human rights), with dramatic swings in funding across
years resulting largely from the grantmaking patterns of a
handful of foundations. In 1996, for example, the top ten
funders in international affairs accounted for over two-
thirds of grant dollars in the field.

After falling in the prior year, funding for international
affairs increased in 1997, from 3.2 percent to 3.8 percent
of grant dollars----its highest level since 1991. Actual grant
dollars awarded for international affairs increased by
three-tenths, from $235 million to $300 million. The
share of number of grants remained steady at 3.2 percent.
Within the field, more than one-third of funds were
allocated for development and relief services, and one-
fifth targeted peace, security, and arms control. Other
priorities included exchange programs, human rights,
and domestic foreign policy. Foundations awarded eight
grants of at least $2.5 million in this area in 1997,
compared to only three in 1996, including: the David and
Lucile Packard’s $5.3 million award to Menlo School and
Menlo College for a faculty exchange program between
Menlo College and Peking University; and the Starr Foun-
dation’s $5 million grant to the Asia Society for its capital
campaign.

In the first half of the 1990s, a number of U.S. founda-
tions with international interests extended their presence
to Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. Their
interests ranged from promoting democratic and free
market institutions, to fostering the nongovernmental sec-
tor, to preserving artistic and historic treasures. Support
peaked in 1996, when it reached $118.1 million. In 1997,
foundations reported $95.6 million in 985 grants to bene-
fit Eastern and Central Europe and the former Soviet
Union, suggesting that funding in this area has slowed or
contracted. Among foundations still active in supporting
this area in 1997 were: two Soros foundations----the Open
Society Institute, which reported more than $29 million
in grants for this area, and the Central European Univer-
sity Foundation, which awarded over $8.5 million to
Eastern Europe; the Ford Foundation, which provided
more than $10.7 million; and the Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation and the Lincy Foundation, each allocating $5
million. For only the second time on record, more than
half of the dollars benefiting Eastern and Central Europe
and the former Soviet Union went directly to institutions
located in that region. Nevertheless, the $48 million
distributed directly to institutions located in Central or
Eastern Europe represented a nearly three-tenths decline
from the amount reported last year.

For a detailed analysis of patterns and trends in
international giving by U.S. foundations, consult the
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Foundation Center’s benchmark study, International
Grantmaking: A Report on U.S. Foundation Trends.

FUNDING BY RECIPIENT
ORGANIZATION TYPE

The Grants Index tracks grants to 29 field-specific organi-
zation types (Table 8) and twelve organization types
common to all fields, e.g., professional associations and
policy organizations (Table 9). The percentage of total
grant dollars and number of grants reported for these
‘‘common code’’ recipients in Table 9 represents their
share of total giving, as reported in Table 8.

This analysis counts grants only to the principal organi-
zation receiving an award (i.e., independently estab-
lished organizations).15 Grant dollars directed to units or
departments of larger institutions, e.g., to a university
library or to a graduate program within a university, are
counted as dollars to the primary organization, in this
case, a university.

Educational Institutions Capture Largest
Share of Funding

Educational institutions and educational support agen-
cies continued to be the primary recipients of foundation
dollars, receiving 37.4 percent of grant dollars and 28.1
percent of grants in the most recent year.16 While the
share of grant dollars for educational institutions has
fluctuated over the last several years due to exceptionally
large gifts, the share of number of grants rose for the first
time since 1990. Moreover, the absolute value of grants
rose from $2.7 billion to $3 billion.

Among education recipients, the share of support for
colleges and universities fell for the third consecutive year
to 21.0 percent, the lowest level reported since 1989.
Nevertheless, higher education institutions continued to
receive by far the largest share of grant dollars in the field
and served as vehicles of funding for research and pro-
gram development for a range of disciplines, including
the humanities, the environment, science and social sci-
ence, human rights, peace and security, and even prec-
ollegiate education.

While not represented in Table 8, grant dollars to
higher education institutions (including graduate schools
and junior colleges) can be further broken down accord-
ing to institutional auspices. In 1996, private colleges and
universities received $1.3 billion, representing 16.3 per-
cent of all grant dollars, up slightly from last year’s
six-year low of 15 percent. An additional $31 million was
distributed to independent college funds. Grants to public

universities and colleges amounted to nearly $672 mil-
lion, or 8.5 percent of grant dollars, up slightly from last
year’s 8.2 percent (yet well below the nearly 11 percent
reported throughout the early 1990s). While both pub-
lic and private educational institutions have lost share
throughout the 1990s, the share of support for private
colleges and universities has declined at a faster pace
than for public institutions. In 1997, public institutions
received more than one dollar for every two paid out to
private institutions; as recently as 1986, the ratio was
one-to-three.

Among other types of education recipients, funding for
educational support agencies dropped from 8.8 percent
to 7.7 percent of funding (largely as a result of the

TABLE 8.  DISTRIBUTION OF GRANTS BY FIELD-SPECIFIC
RECIPIENT TYPE*

Dollar Value 
of Grants

No. of 
Grants

1997 1997

Recipient Type Amount % No. %

Animal/Wildlife Agencies $   62,188 0.8 832 1.0
Arts/Humanities Organizations 240,129 3.0 3,093 3.6
Churches/Temples 165,333 2.1 2,914 3.4
Civil Rights Groups 95,814 1.2 1,232 1.4
Community Improvement

Organizations 360,153 4.5 4,218 4.9
Disease-Specific Health

Associations 72,228 0.9 1,374 1.6
Educational Institutions 2,968,009 37.4 24,258 28.1

Colleges & Universities 1,672,291 21.0 12,079 14.0
Educational Support Agencies 609,619 7.7 5,271 6.1
Graduate Schools 259,205 3.3 1,212 1.4
Junior/Community Colleges 37,134 0.5 422 0.5
Libraries 50,249 0.6 549 0.6
Schools 339,510 4.3 4,725 5.5

Environmental Agencies 254,082 3.2 3,209 3.7
Federated Funds 259,568 3.3 2,444 2.8
Hospitals/Medical Care Facilities 391,481 4.9 3,743 4.3
Human Service Agencies 861,413 10.8 15,665 18.2
International Organizations 220,683 2.8 2,095 2.4
Media Organizations 118,145 1.5 1,193 1.4
Medical Research Organizations 92,583 1.2 507 0.6
Mental Health Agencies/Hospitals 112,539 1.4 1,195 1.4
Museums/Historical Societies 363,840 4.6 3,525 4.1
Performing Arts Groups 240,537 3.0 4,099 4.8
Philanthropy Organizations 103,254 1.3 904 1.0
Public Administration Agencies 306,916 3.9 2,667 3.1
Public/General Health

Organizations 223,525 2.8 2,013 2.3
Recreation Organizations 81,447 1.0 967 1.1
Science Organizations 117,091 1.5 765 0.9
Social Science Organizations 104,529 1.3 793 0.9
Youth Development Organizations 125,261 1.6 2,424 2.8
Unspecified 3,910 0.0 74 0.1

Total $7,944,658 100.0 86,203 100.0

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016
larger foundations.

*All dollar figures expressed in thousands; due to rounding, figures may not
add up.

15. Overall, the grants sample included 36,743 distinct recipients based in the
U.S. and abroad.

16. In the subject analysis, by comparison, education received only 23.9
percent of grant dollars and 21.2 percent of grants.
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exceptionally large 1996 Woodruff Foundation grant,
noted earlier). Support for graduate schools jumped from
1.9 percent of grant dollars to 3.3 percent, while funding
for schools increased to 4.3 percent of grant dollars, after
dropping to 4.0 percent in 1996.

Human Service Agencies Rank Consistently Second

Human service agencies continued to receive the second
largest share of foundation giving in 1997. These agencies
garnered 10.8 percent of total grant dollars in the latest
report year and 18.2 percent of the number of grants.
Other major field-specific grant recipients by total share
of dollars received included hospitals and medical care
facilities (4.9 percent), museums and historical societies
(4.6 percent), and community improvement organiza-
tions (4.5 percent). Recreation organizations captured a
more typical 1.0 percent of grant dollars, after tripling in
1996 due to the Moody Foundation’s $140 million gift
to Moody Gardens (noted above). Among organization
types common to all fields (Table 9), the best-funded
included single organization support vehicles, e.g., the
University of Minnesota Foundation; professional socie-
ties and associations; and technical assistance centers.

TYPES OF SUPPORT AWARDED

The Foundation Center’s grants classification system
tracks foundation giving in eight major type-of-support
categories:

• General Support

• Capital Support

• Program Support

• Research

• Student Aid Funds (excluding grants paid
directly to individuals)

• Technical Assistance

• Emergency Funds

• Program Evaluation

Of these, four primary categories----general, capital,
program, and student aid support----are disaggregated into
29 subcategories. (For definitions, see Section 4, Type
of Support/Geographic Index.) The system also tracks
two qualifying types of support, continuing support and
matching or challenge grants. In most cases, grants as-
signed a qualifying type of support are double-coded,
e.g., a grant for a capital campaign that is awarded on a
challenge basis.

Table 10 shows the total number and dollar value of
grants awarded for each type-of-support category and
the average size of grants in each category. Because
grants may fall under more than one category (e.g., a grant
for capital equipment and operating support), each cate-
gory is analyzed as a percentage of the total grant dollars
and of the total number of grants reported (see Table 6).
Due to double-counting, categories do not sum to 100
percent.

In 1997, 18.8 percent of grant dollars and 32.2 percent
of grants could not be identified by type of support for
lack of adequate information in the grant record. Often,
the only source of information on smaller foundations’
grants is the 990-PF tax return, which tends to be less
complete than other forms of grant reporting. If more
complete data were available on every grant, the percent-
age of unspecified grants would decrease.

Program and General Support Register Declines;
Capital Support Rebounds

In 1997, 43.3 percent of grant dollars supported special
programs and projects----down from 48.7 percent last
year. Contributing to this change was the Woodruff Foun-
dation’s $203 million grant to the Woodruff Health Sci-
ences Center Fund in 1996, which provided support for
program development. Still, even excluding this grant, the
share of grant dollars for program support decreased in
the current report year. Nearly three-fourths of program
dollars supported general program development, while
the next largest subcategory, seed money, accounted for
only 6.7 percent of program dollars.

Capital grants continued to comprise the second larg-
est category of support in 1997, jumping from 21.3
percent of dollars to 24.1 percent. Moreover, the share of
number of grants increased from 12.2 percent to 12.8

TABLE 9. DISTRIBUTION OF GRANTS BY
NON-FIELD-SPECIFIC RECIPIENT TYPE*

Dollar Value 
of Grants

No. of 
Grants

1997 1997

Recipient Type Amount % No. %

Alliance/Equal Rights
Organizations $125,727 1.6 1,862 2.2

Ethics Organizations 4,803 0.1 42 0.0
Formal/General Education

Organizations 854 0.0 28 0.0
Government Agencies 194,440 2.4 1,662 1.9
Information/Public Education

Centers 35,752 0.5 559 0.6
Professional Societies &

Associations 236,250 3.0 2,514 2.9
Public Policy Institutes 187,226 2.4 1,608 1.9
Reform Organizations 8,338 0.1 61 0.1
Research Institutes 157,522 2.0 1,151 1.3
Single Organization Support 432,719 5.4 3,232 3.7
Technical Assistance Centers 233,196 2.9 2,455 2.8
Volunteer Bureaus 8,740 0.1 226 0.3

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016
larger foundations.

*All dollar figures expressed in thousands; due to rounding, figures may not
add up.
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percent. Over 45 percent of capital dollars awarded in
the current reporting year supported building and reno-
vations (a subcategory that encompasses general or un-
specified capital support), including 18 grants of $5
million or more, and three in excess of $20 million. Other
major subcategories of capital support included endow-
ments and capital campaigns.

General support or unrestricted grants constituted 13.1
percent of grant dollars in 1997, down from 15.2 percent
the previous year. The share of number of grants also fell
from 15.9 percent to 14.1 percent----the lowest level
reported since 1992. Nonetheless, foundations made
32 grants of $2.5 million or more for general support in
1997, only one fewer than the previous year. The largest
amount awarded exclusively for operating support in
1997 was the Pritzker Foundation’s $19 million gift to the
Pritzker Family Philanthropic Fund, a supporting agency
of the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago (noted
earlier).

Large grants for general support are often made to
organizations on a recurring basis. Of the 32 large grants
awarded for general support in 1997, 16 were designated
as continuing support, including the Pritzker Foundation
grant noted above. Other large continuing grants made
for general support included: the Richard and Helen
DeVos Foundation’s $4.6 million award to the Coral
Ridge Presbyterian Church; the Freedom Forum’s $4.1
million allocation to the Freedom Forum Newseum; and
the Autry Foundation’s $3.9 million grant to the Autry
Museum of Western Heritage.

Despite the current year’s decline, the overall growth
in program support reported since 1980 may reflect
more targeted grantmaking by foundations, and an in-
creased emphasis on accountability that developed as
foundations’ grants budgets have multiplied throughout
the 1980s and 1990s. An increase in the percentage of
large foundations in the sample may also contribute to
this shift. (Large, staffed foundations tend to award a
greater share of program grants and a lesser share of
general support grants than smaller, unstaffed founda-
tions.) Yet, as federal, state, and local governments have
reduced funding for the independent sector, nonprofits
have turned to foundations to help offset operating budget
shortfalls. Faced with strong pressure from nonprofits, it
appears that some foundations have altered their funding
policies to provide more general support. However, de-
clines in both the share of grant dollars and grants for gen-
eral support in 1997 raise questions about some funders’
ongoing willingness to provide this type of support.

Funding for Research Continues to Rise;
Student Aid Rebounds

Among other types of support, research grants accounted
for 10.1 percent of grant dollars, up dramatically from the
8.5 percent reported last year, and approached the 11

TABLE 10. TYPES OF SUPPORT AWARDED
Dollar Value
of Grants*

No. of
Grants

Average
Dollar

Value of
Grants

1997 1997

Type of Support Amount % No. %

General Support $1,043,926 13.1 12,186 14.1 $85,666

General Operating 836,961 10.5 10,144 11.8 82,508
Annual Campaigns 33,919 0.4 222 0.3 152,788
Income

Development 60,634 0.8 710 0.8 85,400
Management

Development 112,412 1.4 1,110 1.3 101,272

Capital Support 1,914,176 24.1 10,998 12.8 174,048

Capital Campaigns 378,064 4.8 1,529 1.8 247,262
Building/Renovation 875,079 11.0 4,626 5.4 189,165
Equipment 135,734 1.7 2,049 2.4 66,244
Computer Systems/

Technology 130,322 1.6 1,345 1.6 96,894
Land Acquisition 60,787 0.8 153 0.2 397,301
Endowments 296,064 3.7 1,096 1.3 270,131
Debt Reduction 7,963 0.1 80 0.1 99,538
Collections

Acquisition 30,164 0.4 120 0.1 251,367

Program Support 3,442,383 43.3 32,671 37.9 105,365

Program
Development 2,549,669 32.1 24,961 29.0 102,146

Conferences/Seminars 86,811 1.1 1,533 1.8 56,628
Faculty/Staff

Development 101,821 1.3 1,192 1.4 85,420
Professorships 72,177 0.9 202 0.2 357,312
Film/Video/Radio 63,953 0.8 512 0.6 124,908
Publication 69,517 0.9 993 1.2 70,007
Seed Money 230,938 2.9 869 1.0 265,751
Curriculum

Development 158,925 2.0 1,088 1.3 146,071
Performance/

Productions 31,176 0.4 668 0.8 46,671
Exhibitions 54,289 0.7 431 0.5 125,961
Collections

Management/
Preservation 19,071 0.2 130 0.2 146,700

Commissioning
New Works 4,035 0.1 92 0.1 43,859

Research 803,190 10.1 5,147 6.0 156,050

Student Aid Funds 395,402 5.0 3,757 4.4 105,244

Student Aid 37,650 0.5 283 0.3 133,039
Fellowships 178,814 2.3 1,118 1.3 159,941
Internships 15,216 0.2 201 0.2 75,701
Scholarships 130,471 1.6 1,842 2.1 70,831
Awards/Prizes/

Competitions 33,252 0.4 313 0.4 106,236

Other 159,752 2.0 1,100 1.3 145,229

Technical Assistance 62,483 0.8 459 0.5 136,129
Emergency Funds 1,370 0.0 26 0.0 52,692
Program Evaluation 95,899 1.2 615 0.7 155,933

Not Specified 1,496,301 18.8 27,718 32.2 53,983

Qualifying Support Type:1

Continuing 2,227,456 28.0 25,188 29.2 88,433
Matching or

Challenge 282,911 3.6 1,009 1.2 280,388
Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016

larger foundations.
* Dollar figures expressed in thousands; grants may occasionally be for

multiple types of support, i.e., for program support and for research, and
would thereby be counted twice.

1Qualifying types of support are tracked in addition to basic types of support,
i.e., a challenge grant for construction, and are thereby represented
separately.
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percent share held in the early 1990s. Moreover, the share
of number of grants increased from 5.3 percent to 6.0
percent. Research funding fell after 1990, resulting in
part from the expanded Grants Index foundation sample.
Corporate and mid-size independent foundations, more
heavily represented since 1990, are less likely to make
research grants.

Not surprisingly, a large proportion of research dollars
are directed to medical, health, and mental health re-
search. In the current reporting year, the largest grant
exclusively for research was the William K. Warren
Foundation’s $8.9 million in continuing support for the
Laureate Mental Health Corporation for mental health
research.

After declining last year, support for the student aid
funds of various institutions increased slightly to 5.0
percent of grant dollars and 4.4 percent of grants in 1997.
The share of number of grants also increased from 4.2
percent to 4.4 percent. Over 45 percent of the dollars
awarded for student aid funds supported graduate and
postdoctoral fellowships, while an additional three-tenths
supported scholarships for undergraduates. The largest
grants for student aid were the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation’s $10 million gift to Stanford University for
the endowment of graduate fellowships in science and
engineering; and the Duke Endowment’s $8.7 million gift
to Duke University for undergraduate financial aid. The
Ford Foundation made two grants totaling $11.4 million
to the National Academy of Sciences for a minority
pre-doctoral, dissertation, and post-doctoral fellowship
program.

Capital Grants Increase in Size; Program and General
Support Grants Are Smaller

Of the 76 grants of $5 million or more listed in Table 3,
more than one-third were awarded at least partially for
capital purposes. In 1997, the average capital grant over-
all increased from $163,000 to $174,000. The average
capital campaign grant was $247,000----up from the
$132,000 reported last year, and the highest level ever
reported. Similarly, the average land acquisition grant
rose from $237,000 to a record-high $397,000, while the
average endowment grant grew from $188,000 in 1996
to $270,000 in the most recent year. By comparison, the
average award for debt reduction fell from $317,000 in
1996 to only $100,000 this year, a drop that can be
explained largely by a $10 million debt reduction grant
made in 1996 by the Woodruff Foundation. Endowment,
building and renovation, capital campaign, land acquisi-
tion, collections acquisition, and debt reduction grants
tend to be larger in size than other types of support;
however, they are generally awarded on a one-time basis.

Grants for program development are consistently
larger than general support grants, and this trend contin-

ued in 1996, although the average grant size for both
types of support decreased. The average program grant
fell from $116,000 in 1996 to $105,000, while the aver-
age general support grant declined from $89,000 to
$86,000. Of the 226 grants of $2.5 million or more, 98
funded program costs. (Of these, 31 grants amounted to
$5 million or more and are included in Table 3.) Program
grants tend to be awarded on a one-time basis, while
general or operating grants are more often provided on a
continuing basis. Among types of program support, the
average seed money grant increased substantially, from
$142,000 in 1996 to $266,000 this year, primarily as a
result of two large grants: the Joseph B. Whitehead Foun-
dation’s $70 million grant toward the establishment of the
Robert W. Woodruff Health Sciences Center Fund, and
the W.M. Keck Foundation’s $50 million grant to establish
the Keck Graduate Institute of Applied Life Sciences (both
noted earlier).

The average grant awarded for student aid increased
in size, from $103,000 to $105,000. Seventeen grants of
$2.5 million or more were awarded for this purpose,
compared to 11 in 1996. The average research grant also
rose from $149,000 to $156,000 in the most recent year,
although the number of awards of at least $2.5 million
declined from 23 to 19. Among other types of support,
the average awards for both technical assistance and for
program evaluation decreased in size, while the mean
emergency fund award increased.

High Proportion of Grants Awarded on a
Continuing Basis

Among qualifying types of support, a total of 28.0 percent
of grant dollars and 29.2 percent of grants included in the
current volume were designated as continuing support.
The relatively large share of grants awarded on a continu-
ing basis since the mid-1980s demonstrates a willingness
among foundations to assist recipients in assuring longev-
ity for their programs and services.

Matching and challenge grants, a second type of quali-
fying support, accounted for just 3.6 percent of the total
dollar value of grants in 1997, consistent with the levels
reported throughout the early 1990s. The share of number
of matching or challenge grants decreased to 1.2 percent.
The largest challenge grant reported in 1997 was the Lilly
Endowment’s $30 million grant to the Capital Improve-
ment Board of Managers of Marion County, IN (noted
above).

In the 1980s, a growing interest developed among
grantmakers and grantseekers in using foundation dollars
as leverage for building the financial base of recipient
organizations. Notably, a few of the 100 largest grantmak-
ers restrict their giving almost exclusively to challenge
grants. Chief among these funders is the Kresge Founda-
tion, included in this edition.
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FUNDING FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS

The Center’s grants classification system includes 21
major beneficiary groups. Grants are coded by specific
population group whenever the intended audience is
noted in the grant description or when the beneficiary is
clear from the name and purpose of the recipient organi-
zation. If the intended beneficiary includes more than one
population group, e.g., economically disadvantaged
youth, the grant is added to the total amount reported for
each applicable category. Because grants may be
counted more than once, each category is analyzed as a
percentage of the total grant dollars and number of grants
reported (see Table 6).

Grants for the general support of institutions or pro-
grams that serve broad public interests (e.g., community
centers) are not included as support for special popula-
tion groups, although multiple target audiences may de-
rive a benefit. Additionally, the category of children and
youth does not include grants for general support of
elementary and secondary schools, college scholarships,
and general recreational agencies such as YMCAs and
YWCAs, since these grants serve a broader audience than
children and youth.

Reporting on funding for ethnic and racial minorities
presents special difficulties due to the wording of grant
descriptions, and also to the Center’s effort to avoid
double-counting of grant dollars. The minorities----gen-
eral category represents not a total of funding for all
groups, but rather those grants that were intended for the
benefit of most minority groups or for which no specific
minority group was named. Grants awarded to named
ethnic or racial groups are presented separately. In some
cases, two minority groups are named as beneficiaries of
the same grant, and those dollars are counted twice.

Youth Funding Continues to Grow; Giving to
Minorities Declines

Since the early 1980s, the percentage of grant dollars
designated for most special population groups has in-
creased.17 This results in part from improvements in the
reporting of grants data, but also reflects a trend toward
more targeted giving by staffed foundations. Still, as
shown in Table 11, more than two-thirds of 1997 grant
dollars were unspecified or targeted to organizations for
programs that serve the general public.

The children and youth category remains the sin-
gle largest beneficiary of foundation grant dollars. In
1997, its share of allocations increased to 15.6 percent,
the highest level reported since the Grants Index began

tracking grants to specific populations in 1980. Funding
for children and youth has risen steadily throughout the
1990s, with a substantial share of large grants contribut-
ing to this growth. Twenty-three grants of at least $2.5
million were awarded to organizations for projects bene-
fiting children, down slightly from the 26 reported last
year. The largest grants for children included the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation’s $19.5 million grant to estab-
lish the National Center for Tobacco-Free Kids, and the
Wal-Mart Foundation’s $12.7 million gift to the Children’s
Miracle Network (both noted above).

Funding for ethnic and racial groups fell from 9.3
percent to 7.9 percent of grant dollars in 1997----its lowest
level since 1990. The share of funding dropped for every
beneficiary group within the minorities field, with the
exception of Asians and Pacific Islanders. Minorities----
general experienced the single largest drop, declining
from 4.4 percent to 3.9 percent in the current year. The
share of funding for blacks decreased to 2.0 percent,
while support for Hispanics fell to 0.9 percent of all grant
dollars. The share of number of grants also fell across all
ethnic and racial groups, again with the exception of
Asians and Pacific Islanders.

17. For a detailed description of funding patterns for specified beneficiaries
since 1975, see L. Renz, C. Mandler, and R. Treiber, Foundation Giving:
Yearbook of Facts and Figures on Private, Corporate and Community
Foundations, New York: Foundation Center, 1998.

TABLE 11. GRANTS DESIGNATED FOR SPECIAL
 POPULATION GROUPS*

Dollar Value
of Grants

No. of 
Grants

1997 1997

Population Group Amount % No. %

Aging $  157,407 2.0 1,983 2.3
Alcohol or Drug Abusers 83,151 1.0 735 0.9
Children & Youth 1,236,940 15.6 16,587 19.2
Crime or Abuse Victims 64,516 0.8 1,177 1.4
Disabled, General 264,572 3.3 4,124 4.8
Economically Disadvantaged 788,957 9.9 10,015 11.6

Poor, Indigent----General 725,920 9.1 8,736 10.1
Homeless 59,532 0.7 1,210 1.4
Migrant Workers 3,505 0.0 69 0.1

Gays or Lesbians 8,801 0.1 167 0.2
Immigrants & Refugees 48,592 0.6 785 0.9
Men & Boys 131,689 1.7 1,867 2.2
Military & Veterans 6,230 0.1 122 0.1
Minorities 627,522 7.9 7,971 9.2

General 310,984 3.9 3,807 4.4
Asians & Pacific Islanders 23,405 0.3 452 0.5
Blacks 155,056 2.0 1,919 2.2
Hispanics 73,488 0.9 1,259 1.5
Native Americans 64,588 0.8 534 0.6

Offenders or Ex-Offenders 28,650 0.4 401 0.5
People with AIDS 38,561 0.5 767 0.9
Single Parents 9,754 0.1 192 0.2
Women & Girls 447,334 5.6 5,671 6.6

Not Specified/General Public $5,340,261 67.2 51,874 60.2
Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 1998. Based on a sample of 1,016

larger foundations.
* Grants may benefit multiple population groups, i.e., a grant for economically

disadvantaged youth, and therefore figures are only representative.
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Patterns of giving for minorities have historically been
skewed by the dominant role played by a few foundations
and by the impact of exceptionally large grants. In 1997,
for example, no foundations awarded grants in excess of
$5 million for projects primarily benefiting Native Ameri-
cans, while two such grants were reported the previous
year. The largest award designated for Native Americans
in the current report year was the W.K. Kellogg’s $3.3
million grant to American Indian Opportunity for the
American Indian Leaders Program. The largest award
benefiting blacks was the Annenberg Foundation’s $5
million in continuing support for the United Negro Col-
lege Fund.

As reported above, the share of grant dollars benefiting
minorities----general decreased to 3.9 percent. In the most
recent year, only three grants of at least $2.5 million were
reported in this category, compared to five in 1996. The
largest of these awards were two Ford Foundation grants,
each in excess of $5 million, to the National Academy of
Sciences for minority pre-doctoral, dissertation, and post-
doctoral fellowships (noted above).

In 1997, 9.9 percent of grant dollars and 11.6 percent
of grants were designated for programs or organizations
with a primary mission to aid the economically disadvan-
taged. As recently as 1990, just 4.7 percent of grant
dollars and grants targeted the economically disadvan-
taged. This dramatic increase in grant support results in
part from more complete coding of organizations working
in this field, but also reflects an increase in the number of
large grants awarded.18 Seventeen grants of at least $2.5
million were awarded for the economically disadvan-
taged in 1997, the same level as the previous year.

‘‘Poor, indigent----general’’ formed the largest subcate-
gory and represented 9.1 percent of funding, consis-
tent with the level reported in 1996. Included in this
subcategory were grants designated for the poor and
needy, low-income groups, the indigent, the underprivi-
leged, the uninsured, and the disadvantaged. Also in-
cluded were grants for poverty, welfare, and inner-city
programs, and grants to organizations uniquely serving
the poor, such as soup kitchens and food banks. The
largest grants awarded in this subcategory included: the
William Penn Foundation’s $7.8 million grant to the
United Way of Southern Pennsylvania to demonstrate
how to improve the child care system and to move policy
toward increased support for available, affordable, and
quality child care for families in need; and the Lilly
Endowment’s $5.6 million matching grant to the Indian-
apolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership (noted above).

Among other target populations, the share of funding
for women’s and girls’ programs captured 5.6 percent of
grant dollars, consistent with 1996, while maintaining
last year’s record 6.6 percent share of grants. Men and
boys received 1.7 percent of grant dollars, up from 1.6
percent last year, and the highest level reported for this
beneficiary group.

Programs for the physically and mentally disabled
received 3.3 percent of grant dollars, up slightly from last
year’s record-low 3.0 percent, and the first increase in the
field since 1991. The share of number of grants also
increased to 4.8 percent, the highest level reported since
1989. Nearly 40 percent of funding for the disabled was
targeted for the mentally disabled, over 10 percent bene-
fited the blind, and the remainder supported unspecified
or other named disabled populations. The current volume
included $8.9 million in continuing support from the
William K. Warren Foundation to the Laureate Mental
Health Corporation for mental health research (noted
above).

Support for the aging grew from 1.7 percent of all grant
dollars in 1996 to 2.0 percent in the current year, sup-
ported by two large grants: a $14.5 million award from
the Donald W. Reynolds Foundation for the Center on
Aging building at the University of Arkansas for Medical
Sciences; and the John A. Hartford Foundation’s $8 mil-
lion gift to the American Federation for Aging Research
(AFAR) for a research program (both noted earlier).

Programs benefiting people with AIDS (PWAs) de-
clined to $39 million or 0.5 percent of grant dollars in
1997. While three grants of at least $2.5 million bene-
fited PWAs in 1996, only one was awarded this year
when, as noted above, the Starr Foundation provided
$4 million in general support to the International AIDS
Vaccine Initiative.

Among other beneficiary groups, the share of funding
for programs targeting alcohol and drug abusers jumped
to 1.0 percent of grant dollars. The Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation made two large grants directed to this popu-
lation group: a $4.4 million award to the Educational
Broadcasting Corporation for production, promotion and
outreach for a public television series on addiction and
recovery; and a $3.8 million grant to the University of
Connecticut Health Center for a research study to identify
costs and benefits of screening and intervention for alco-
hol abuse in managed health care settings. Support for
immigrants and refugees decreased slightly from 0.7 per-
cent to 0.6 percent of grant dollars, while funding for
programs benefiting crime or abuse victims increased
from 0.7 percent to 0.8 percent. The Freddie Mac Foun-
dation provided the largest award directed to this group----
$2.5 million to the National Committee to Prevent
Child Abuse for the Healthy Families America capital
campaign.

18. Nonetheless, many grants for which a description of purpose was not
provided, especially those awarded to community-based organizations, may
have been intended to aid the poor.
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